`“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to
set brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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The Party is Over
"Don't take a knife to a gunfight" or you might get blown
away. Marco Rubio's cutting remarks and Cruz's prosecutor's
slicing and dicing were no match for Donald Trump. Both were
blown away in the wind of a resounding primary trouncing by
American voters. All the self-righteous religious pandering by
Cruz and the counter punching by Marco was no match for the heavy weight Trump's 'rope a dope'
performance. Trump tweaked their egos with a few backhanded insults and then backpedaled. The two
Senators then started slinging insults and mud at Donald Trump. Alas, they discredited themselves, and Trump
came in for the KO...as the Super Tuesday results have proven.

POLLS IGNORED BY GOP BOSSES
The Town Criers of the SATP reported the mood of the American voters in poll after poll on St George Street,
in St. Augustine, Florida. The writing was on the wall for all to see; that is, except for the party bosses. Trump
polled over 50% of the national audience for the last 8 months. See www.staugtea.com

Florida is a Red State. Of the 67 counties in Florida, St Johns County is the most Republican...and the most
corrupt. The 2 to 1 advantage of the GOP over the Dems has led to an imperial attitude and the betrayal of the
Tea Party Movement that gave them their elected seats in 2010. The county has a County Administrator with a
$500,000 golden parachute. The Sheriff gets national news for a rumored cover up of the Michelle O'Connell
violent death in the presence of her Deputy boyfriend. The failed attempt of Republican activists to control the
St. Augustine Tea Party, Inc. by falsifying the corporate papers. Then there is the Board of Education forcing
common core on the children against the wishes of their parents, thanks to former Gov. Jeb Bush and Bill
Gates.
Trump will win the Florida Primary on March 15. The Republican establishment has lost control of the
electorate to the American People who will not take their lying and dirty tricks anymore. The PARTY, for them,
is over.
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“He’s a Con Artist”
Marco Rubio has been taking up the Republican establishment’s cause by becoming the attack dog for the
GOP Party’s bosses. This is not a new role for Mr. Rubio. Those of us who live in the Great State of Florida
know him as the dedicated party insider. In 2010 when the junior senator from Florida was running for
National office, he ran as a Tea Party candidate. Rubio spoke from the deck of the Dartmouth numerous times
during his campaign. [The Dartmouth is owned by the St. Augustine Tea Party and is used in parades and as
staging. It is pictured here.] “Our Tea Party had a lot of experience with Marco Rubio in 2010. We heard the
same speeches that he gives today, from the deck of the Dartmouth in 2010. He lied in 2010 and Rubio is lying
today. Senator Rubio is just another ‘two faced’ RINO; handsome in appearance, but progressive in nature; a
shinny apple with a rotten core,” said St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP) Chairman Lance Thate.

Grassroots Rejection
Internal straw polls of
the membership of the
SATP reveal Rubio’s
inability to receive even
one vote. The Senator
has betrayed the
principles he ran on.
Marco Rubio is an
“Anchor Baby”. Neither
of Rubio’s
Photos by TCC Staff July 2010

parents were American
citizens at the time of
his birth. Clearly he is a
citizen because he was
born on American soil,
Photos by TCC Staff
but he is not a natural
born citizen. The deceptive Republican Party is willing to look the other way. The same way that the GOP
failed to confront Obama on the same issue. Rubio, the ongoing “Con Artist”, continues to conceal the fact
that he is not eligible, under the Constitution, to be President or Vice president of the United States. In 2010
the Tea Party movement rose up and saved America from a complete socialist takeover by electing
Republicans to the Congress. Marco Rubio and the Republican Party have betrayed the public’s confidence. “It
is more important to be party loyal than patriotic and Constitutional. It’s “New World Order" above all. Let’s
not let Rubio con us again,” the SATP Chairman said.
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Generations Connect
in the Tea Party
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The St. Augustine Tea Party held its open
meeting at the Village Inn on March 8,
2016. The featured speaker was Lucky
Howe. Mr. Howe is a long-term St. Augustine resident, politically active and a World War II Veteran. Mr. Howe
served in the Marines in the Pacific during World War II. Members of the St. Augustine Tea Party are honored
to have him as a member. The former Marine honored his fallen brethren. “They are the heroes,” he said.
Howe is a member of “Marines of Long Ago”. In attendance were a group of young people who attended the
meeting with the express purpose of hearing Mr. Howe speak. These young people and Lucky have something
in common, though many years separate them in age. Both Howe and the youngsters have traditional
American values. “These young people have not been corrupted by the government schools and common
core. These young people are homeschooled,”
Lance Thate, the SATP Chairman said.

The SATP Celebrates
a Birthday
Attending with Mr. Howe was his wife of 65
years, Joanne Howe. The Howe’s recently
celebrated their 65th Wedding Anniversary in
December. Today was Mrs. Howe’s birthday. A
surprise observance was celebrated with
birthday cake for all.
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“The
Wearing
of the
Green”
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St. Augustine Tea Party
Takes Part in St.
Patrick's Day Parade
The St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP) is
not a Tea Party that focuses on
meetings, though they have two
open speaker meetings per month.
It is a Tea Party engaged in meeting
and interacting with the public. The
SATP first participated in the annual
St. Augustine St. Patrick’s Day
Parade in 2011. The excitement
generated by the public for the Tea
Party presence in that parade
inspired its members. They took to
the streets promoting the
Constitution and the founding
principles rather than politicians.
It has proven to be a very successful
decision. Five years later, the
public’s excitement for the Tea
Party’s presence is as great as ever.
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Let’s all
Blame
Trump
A review of the Sunday morning news shows, Meet the Press, This Week with George Stephanopoulos and
Face the Nation, revealed a concerted effort to blame Donald Trump for the disruption at the University of
Illinois, Chicago. Candidates of all stripes were given airtime to express the unanimous opinion that Donald
Trump was at fault for the protests on Friday. When the rhetoric coming out of the candidates cannot be
distinguished between the pundits on the left wing media outlets, you know how infected the two political
parties are. Bernie Sanders, Hillary Clinton, Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, John Kasich were all on the same page,
“Trump is to blame.” Two known Communists, a self-professed Constitutionalist and the two Republican
establishment candidates all failing to stand up for the Constitution; they preferred to feather their political
ambitions instead. During the combined three-hour airtime, only one composed individual saw the truth of
the situation and had the courage to present it.

The Truth Revealed
Former Presidential candidate Ben Carson, speaking on “Meet the Press” Sunday morning, instantly identified
the problem as a first amendment issue that all of the candidates should have been addressing. Communists
view the First Amendment in terms of their right to shout opposition down. This demonstration was clearly
the result of community organizers. Mr. Carson made reference to Saul Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals”. The
Communists are afraid; they are concerned that
Trump will undo Bush, Clinton, Obama trade
agreements, seal the borders and take us out of the
New World Order goals they so much need to
promote their agenda.

Trump’s Lack of Political Correctness is
the Target
Trump is to blame, because he is winning. Mr. Trump
is a threat to the New World Order and he must be
stopped. It is interesting to see who joins in the fight.
Everyone, but the people!
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What does it Look
Like on a Local Level?
The Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party have
been engaging the public in the historic district of St. Augustine,
Florida since 2011. In November of 2011, Community Organizers
staged an “Occupation” in the historic district. The local media
portrayed them as having great diversity and tried to equate them
on the same level as the Tea Party. They are not; they are
Revolutionary Communists and Anarchists dedicated to the
destruction of America. Their total purpose is to hijack causes and
disrupt free speech. Notice the top photo of the man screaming in
Chicago; compare these local photos shown here. It demonstrates
the same tactic. They scream violent hateful rhetoric, at the top of
their lungs. They have to because they have no truth, but they
know that you have. The Town Criers resisted and after three
months the Occupiers withdrew.

Photos by TCC Staff

You Cannot Retreat, You
Must Confront
“We were not on the ground in Chicago, so we will not second guess Trump’s decision to cancel his rally. We
do know, however, that when they intimidate you, they win; and they never stop coming until they learn that
they cannot prevail. We would expect Trump rallies to continue
to be attacked,” St. Augustine Tea Party Chairman, Lance Thate
explained.
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Parallels of our ‘Dear
Leader’
Barry Soetoro starts out a drifter. So did Herr Hitler.
Details of Barry’s beginnings are a mystery. Herr Hitler’s
beginnings as a young man were a mystery. Barry finds
‘himself’ in ‘Radical Politics’. So did Herr Hitler. Barry
transforms himself into Barack Obama with his auto
biography 'Dreams From My Father'. Herr Hitler writes
his transformation with 'Mein Kampf;. Both take to the
streets, Mr. Obama as a ‘Community Organizer’ working with Acorn, and Herr Hitler as a bar room orator
working with Storm Troopers. Both were elected during very difficult economic times. Both have embraced
the central planning ideas of Karl Marx. Both of these men have been described as having narcissistic
personalities. The Socialist economic failures of the Third Reich were supported with the spoils of
war. Hitler’s brand of National Socialism built up the German people’s sense of greatness. Obama’s
international socialism is a different revolution. So, Obama’s approach is to destroy American greatness to aid
the ‘New World Order’. America saved the world from Hitler’s tyranny. If Obama’s assault on America is
successful, who will save us from his tyranny?
Stand up America, the Assault has begun………
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GOP “Dirty Tricks” in Full Bloom
Cruz Shows His Disrespect For The American People
Here’s how much respect for the American people that Ted Cruz and John
Kasich have: they’re trying to overturn states where the people have already
said they favor Donald Trump for president. To do this, they are trying to recruit “delegates” to violate the will
of the people in their states and cast their vote at the convention for Cruz instead of Trump.
This is the sort of thing we would expect of a Clinton, Nixon or Obama. It’s dirty. It’s not characteristic of a
person who claims to be what Cruz claims to be – honest, Christian, decent.
Here’s a question for would-be Cruz supporters in states which haven’t yet voted: if he has this little respect
for the people of the South Carolina, how much respect will he have for you? Your support for him is
predicated on how you believe that he will lead the country and on the values he professes to hold. How does
this sort of activity square with those beliefs? If he will stoop to this kind of skullduggery to steal victory from
the millions who voted for a different candidate, what sort of fidelity do you think he will have to his words?
He doesn’t respect us! Our wishes and choices don’t matter to him. Isn’t that what we have now in both
parties? So how can Cruz represent the changes most of us seek?
The Establishment wants Ted Cruz as the nominee, now that it’s apparent that they cannot have Bush or
Rubio. But understand, they also don’t care if Clinton wins the election so they don’t care if the Supreme
Court finds that Cruz is ineligible. Do you really think that if he’s the nominee that there will not be that
challenge? He’ll probably lose. Really, the only thing the Establishment cares about in the end is that there
are no meaningful changes in the direction the United States is headed and that those things put into place in
the past twenty years remain in place. So Cruz or Clinton…either one is fine with them. Trump on the other
hand is the Establishment’s worst nightmare.
Ever notice that there are no Establishment attempts to derail the Cruz candidacy? Neither are there George
Soros funded “disrupters” at Cruz appearances and speeches to prevent him from being heard.
Why not? Because Ted Cruz presents no threat to the status quo.
Ted Cruz presents no threat to the Establishment and they know it. If Ted Cruz is elected, it will be business as
usual in Washington and the drift of the United States as currently set will continue unabated. If that’s what
you’re looking for in a president, if a continuation of what we have now is what you want for your country,
then Cruz is your man. However, if you are looking for an agent of real change, and you’re thinking that Cruz
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is that man, you’re barking up the wrong tree! I don’t know how it could be clearer… But, if you still doubt
me, here’s Cruz’s Establishment support verified:
He is not what he claims to be…

Jeff Dover
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/03/south-carolina-delegates-convention-221253
http://www.breitbart.com/video/2016/03/23/cruz-entire-ideological-spectrum-of-the-gop-is-backing-me/
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

The Goal of Socialism is
Communism
Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month; this publication is now on the
Saint Augustine Tea Party Website. Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic
City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org

I WANT
YOUR
LIBERTY

DEFEND
LIBERTY
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO:

SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party
PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL
32085
Donations are not currently deductable.

Donations

not currently deductable.
There is a Revolution going on. Come join the CounterareResistance.
Stand up for
individual Liberty.

Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the
awakening of America.
Lance L. Thate,
Town Crier Committee Chairman
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report
lancethate@Gmail.com
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